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Spelling 

Check the spelling definitions in your dictionary and use your spellings within a sentence. Could 
you also use a thesaurus to find and locate better synonyms for these words. 



Handwriting Punctuation Ladder

Write a sentence using 
commas for an 
embedded clause 
(parenthesis)



Guided Reading: Northern Lights

Read chapter 6 pages 99-110

Then answer these questions:
1. What animal was Ma Costa’s demon? (Page 105)
2. What did Ma Costa cook Lyra for breakfast? (Page 107)
3. What were panserbjornes? (Page 109)
4. Who didn’t like to hear about the North? (Page 110)
5. Who was John Faa? (Page 107)



English ~ I Wish!

Assess the effectiveness of their own and 
others’ writing

Success Criteria:
I know where to add capital letters, 
punctuation and paragraphs to a text.
I understand the need to proof read what I 
have written to make sure it makes 
grammatical sense.
I can assess the effectiveness of my own 
and others’ writing.



This text is missing the 
following:

-Capital letters for 
names and places.

-Punctuation marks such 
as: fullstops, commas, 
apostrophes, 
exclamation marks and 
question marks.

-Paragraphs

Your task today is to 
identify where these 
features need to be 
added to the text. 
Then write it properly 
making sure the 
appropriate capital 
letters, punctuation 
marks and paragraphs 
have been added.



Your edited 
writing should 
look something 
like this:



Mile Track / Break / Snack

Home Learning Task ~ 10 minutes physical activity 



17.06.2020 Fluent in five

Four operations:

1. 2891+7856=
2. 5901-3894=
3. 7263x9=
4. 3222 divided by 9=

7 and 8 timestable
practise



Please click on the link above to access the lesson 
below.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-reflect-
shapes-along-axes/

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-reflect-shapes-along-axes/


Independent tasks from today’s video. The answers 
are on the next slide.



Science: Plant and life cycles

Success Criteria:
I know the main stages of a plant life cycle.
I understand how a plant can reproduce.
I can describe the life processes of a plant.

L/o: Describe the life processes of reproduction of plants



Copy the diagram into 
your book and next to 
each diagram briefly 
explain each stage of 
the life cycle of a plant. 
If you get stuck look at 
yesterdays powerpoint
and re-read the text 
which you answered 
questions from.



Forest School / Home Learning Outdoor Ideas

http://www.wildforestschool.org.uk/wild-activities

http://www.wildforestschool.org.uk/wild-activities


End of the day reading 

Northern lights or home reading book.


